
ShatkiBOMB Sacred Feminine Healing Techniques Level 1 
 
Have you felt the call to dig deeper into your sacred feminine in a way empowers you? Do you long to go deeper into the 
ancient mysteries of the feminine and learn techniques that have been hidden for centuries? 
 
Unlock your sacred feminine healing potential and learn how to work with the sacred feminine to enhance your healing 
toolkit, uplevel your healing practice and work with your own self in advanced and integrative ways. 
 
This certification and training program is ideal for anyone in the healing arts from tarot readers, aspiring light workers, 
creative types, caregivers, coaches, personal development experts and bodyworkers to train you in the sacred feminine 
healing arts as well as learn techniques for working in the higher realms. 
 
During this unique and experiential certification program you will: 
 
Learn more about the power of using the FULL range of emotions so you can transmute the negative faster 
Learn how to use the language of the feminine to encourage healing, sharing and safety 
Learn how to work with energy in an embodied way including neural pathways and cells for quantum healing 
Learn how to travel down into the depths as well to the heights to achieve full level healing 
Learn how to bring high level consciousness into the body, products, readings and other tools. 
 
 
 
You will also receive these specific unique tools for healing and transformation:  
 
 

1. ShaktiBOMB power moves for transforming and transmuting stuck/negative emotion that shows you how to 
work with heavy and negative emotions in an empowering way so they can be transmuted and updated with 
positive, loving vibrations 

 
2. ShatkiBOMB manifestation and conscious creation technique that shows you how to go beyond outdated tools 

like vision boards and affirmations and take advantage of the new quantum energies to help you create what you 
want and draw it to you! 

 
3. ShatkiBOMB time travel tools that how you how to rewrite the past and tap into the future to change energetic 

patterns, upgrade DNA and work with epigenetics. 
 
As well as: 
 

1. ShatkiBOMB sacred feminine transmission and activation that will unlock your own ShaktiBOMB power 
2. Certificate for completion 

 
 
Meet your teacher:  
 
Katie is a master energy coach and spiritual trainer embodying the Dakini lineage. After 10 years studying with 
energetic masters, she found founded the ShaktiBOMB transformational system which works with the sacred feminine 
in simple and relatable ways and allows it to be worked with as a tool for healing, transformation and creation. Having 
been through the journey herself to “rock bottom", she adeptly mixes her own stories and experiences with ancient 
wisdom and sacred teachings and to create powerful energetic, emotional and spiritual shifts, and is known for her 
accessibility, compassion and joy.  

 
 


